OPA Monthly Meeting
Minutes
Date and Time:
Attendees:

Date: 2/11/2012
Enrique Vilaseco
Xiangdong Xu

Helen Wang

Pearl Lai

Victor Chou

Sujatha Karoor

Eunjoon Hwang

Joy Piao
Minute Taker:
Agenda Items
Topic &
Presenter
OPA website

Time: 7-8pm

Grace Zheng

Sujatha

Issues/Proposals/Actions
Grace:
Update the website with the movie from Mr. V. It is
1min and 25sec long. Add music from some of our
past performances.
Mr V to give music and presentation to
Xiangdong.
Xiangdong. to share the information with Grace

2. Dr. Diethrich

We are planning a scholarship of $500 for a
student.
The student needs to be OPA member.

Financials

Pearl Lai to follow up with Sean Carey to talk about
management of funds. Choir went with Sean.
Band decided not go with the school. Need to
understand the pro and cons going with Sean
Tomorrow’s concert is in Recital hall. 6 to 7:15pm
and there is a 15min break before the next
concert. Can bring some refreshments (cookies
etc.)

Tomorrows
concert

Concerts

Two more concerts before the end of the year

OPA online list

Xiangdong to contact charity organization to
remove OPA from online list. Xiangdong tried to
contact without luck.
Mr V /Xiangdong to try to contact the Stevenson
legal dept.

Grace to
update

Peal to
invite
Shawn

Need
cookies

Need to
work with
Stevenson
high school
legal dept

Printer

Awards

Solo and
ensemble

Fundraiser
Information
from Nina/
Xiangdong

Xiangdong and Sujatha to check on laser printer
and report back at the next meetings. Mr V can
you give us the details of the printer that was
requested by Mr. Bobek
Xiangdong to find out the amount spent last year
from previous treasurer for awards.
Sue Berlin did the awards last year. Need a list of
awards.
March 2nd is the date and the location is Loyola
Academy at Winnetka. Mr. V to send a reminder

February Go Roma 2/21/13
March Tom & Eddy
April is Chipotle on 4/12/13
Ravinia
Please let your friends and colleague know when
they buy lunch /dinner to mention Stevenson high
school orchestra.
Sunny U Chinese folk dance will donate every year
$250. The orchestra kids can perform along with
Chinese ballet.

Next year 8th
grade welcome

Band and choir have a full day of activity. Need to
change our 8th grade freshman welcome. Maybe
have meeting with the 8th grade parents where
we present the video and talk about orchestra
and OPA. Mr V. to contact Bonnie to be on the
OPA.

